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Abstract
A mixed-signal Cellular Visual Microprocessor architecture with digital processors is
described. An ASIC implementation is also demonstrated. The architecture is composed of a
regular sensor readout circuit array, prepared for 3D face-to-face type integration, and one or
several cascaded array of mainly identical (SIMD) processing elements. The individual array
elements derived from the same general HDL description and could be of different in size, aspect
ratio, and computing resources.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we introduce in details our configurable, scalable, and clusterable cellular focal-plane
sensor processor architecture and an operational ASIC validating the approach.
The architecture is derived from the concept introduced in [4]. Its functionality, near-sensor
processing capability, and topographic architecture are inspired by the Cellular Neural Network
Universal Machines [1]-[3].
In a typical standalone vision system, we can find sensor, AD converters, processor and memory,
and the embedding and communication circuits [5]-[6]. It is obvious, that it is difficult to implement
efficiently all these components in a single chip. On the other hand, the tight integration of such a
system would be favourable due to compactness, performance, price, power consumption, etc. Our
approach is to integrate as much functionality as possible from sensing through data conversion,
reaching low and high level image processing and possible decision making into this architecture.
The 3D or vertical integration technologies for sensor integration are extensively researched
nowadays [21]-[24], and become commercially available [26]-[27]. Following this trend, we inserted a
separate sensor layer above the processor layer. In this way, the electrical interface and the processing
kernel can be implemented with the help of mainstream semiconductor methodology, while the sensory
technology and materials become arbitrary. The interconnection between the sensors and the processors
are produced by 3D bump bonding technology.
We describe the concept of the system architecture in Chapter II, in Chapter III the processor array
design is summarized; in Chapter IV general considerations are given about the sensory interfacing.
The ASIC implementation called, Xenon V3, is described in Chapter V, and finally the conclusions are
given.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
A. Motivations
In the design of focal-plane sensor processor arrays, there are several tight trade-offs [4], [8]-[9],
[32]-[33]. One of them is the antagonism of the required sensor resolution and the attached processing
power. Another compromise is the sensor size versus the processor size. One must also take care of the
application point of view of such a systems: a typical vision task could be mapped to a generic
operation sequence, which contains sensing, grayscale filtering, segmentation, binary morphological
feature extractor, classification, object tracking, decision making.
With the rise of 3D integration technologies, the possibility is given to separate the sensing
technology from the rest of the system. This opportunity leads to another question, namely which type
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of sensor would be connected to the system. Our approach is to create a generalized host interface for
many different sensor arrays. As the application demands, the signal conditioning could be altered
without affecting the processing system and vice-versa. In order to achieve it, the analog signal
conditioning and the AD conversion is tightly coupled to the physical sensor grid. The digital processor
array takes place next to the mixed-signal block (possibly in different ICs may be quilt packaged). The
connectivity in between is maintained through a well-defined protocol (the reader is referred in the
topic of near pixel AD conversion to [35]-[38]).
Regarding the processor architecture, we have developed a scalable array, where the complexity –
number and type of the embedded resources – of a single processor can vary in a wide assortment. The
programming environment (such as the assembly compiler) is also prepared to accommodate the
reduced or extended instruction set and size.
B. Configurability and flexibility
The architecture is highly scalable, and this property allows us to build customized processing chains
from dedicated processor arrays. The parametric space enables to change not only the number of
processors and the aspect ratio of a processor array (e.g. in multi-cluster case, the series of wide
processor vectors), but to customize the local memory size of the processors, the ALU (arithmetic and
logic unit) resources, the number of sensors and the involved ADCs attached to a processor.
An important observation is that a single function or operator should be executable independently
from the position of the particular pixel within an image. Similarly, the functionality should not depend
on the number or data sharing method of the processors. These facts motivate that the processor arrays
operates in single instruction multiple data (SIMD) type concurrency. Naturally, the function changes
as the data flows through the chain. Consequently, each processor array has its own repetitive task, but
these tasks differ from array to array. With this generalization, the architecture becomes so-called
multi-SIMD type. The practical form of this architecture is to insert instruction decoders per processor
array, where each of the array elements within an array shares the decoded microinstructions.
At the processor level, there are typical building blocks such as registers, crossbars, memory banks,
and arbiters. On the top of this general skeleton, we have included arithmetical and mathematical
morphology oriented modules as well. These modules are optionally included and parameterized
during array formation. Furthermore, considering the large area requirement of on-chip mass storage,
the processors’ memory banks could be also excluded.
Figure 1 shows a typical mapping of a general vision task to the described architecture. Note that the
individual processor arrays are equipped with different operation capabilities. The reader is referred to
the following chapters about the implementation details that are also shown here.
Implemented in software

Implemented in the
Xenon V3 ASIC

Implemented in FPGA

Figure 1.

The figure shows an example of a cluster of task specialized processor arrays. Such a cluster
can be easily derived from the described architecture on different platforms.

C. Functional organization
The high level organization of the integrated sensor interface processor array [4], [34] is shown in
Figure 2. As it can be seen in the figure, each array is embedded into a relatively simple shell. This
shell contains the programming and data communication modules that are described in details in the
next Chapter as well.
The close sensor-processor organization must be emphasized, since as we mentioned the physical
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topology is different due to implementation considerations. The interactivity between the sensor and
processor modules can provide the proactive or adaptive sensing [11]-[15] feature that is not available
in the typical separated sensor processor architectures.
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Architecture of the generalized processor array.

III. PROCESSOR ARRAY DESIGN
The complete system is formulated in Verilog RTL (register transfer level) code. With careful
programming the code is synthesizable not only for ASIC target, but for FPGAs as well (or in case of
clusters, for a mix of targets).
The source code is prepared for advanced testability, synthesis, and implementation design flows.
The involved features are the coding style to minimize the power consumption (e.g. extensive clock
gating); CRC checking that is employed at critical buses; and well-defined portion of the design is
accessible through scan chain.
For the shake of generality and keeping in mind that different implementation platform offers
different core speed and I/O bandwidth, the processor array is divided into four main clock domains
and several minor test clock domains. The main clock domains are the data transfer, program transfer,
processor core, and additionally the sensor interface’s ADC control and data buffering. The separation
of operational speed enables to run each block at the highest possible clock rate without being
restrained by others. It is typical in a system that the clock of the data bus is lower than the main
processor clock.
In addition, each domain is designed to be able to operate in parallel. That is, the image acquisition,
conversion, processing, and data transfer can be done at the same time, resulting in a pipelined high
throughput procedure.
The case of the program transfer is special. The instruction flow for the individual arrays comes from
the same central program scheduler. In order to mitigate this possible transfer bottleneck, two
mechanisms have been built in. First, the instruction streams are compacted, and secondly the
communication shell around the processor arrays employs a buffer mechanism. This buffer allowing
the instruction decoder to act independently without being affected by the fluctuating transfer speed. At
the edges of the different clock domains dual-port memories, FIFO and dual sampled registers
maintains the signal integrity.
At the points, where the buses forks, joins, or changes the data representation or bus speed, bus
bridges are inserted. Both external and most of the internal connectivity is maintained by a standard bus
protocol, called Wishbone [39]. This protocol is a public domain System-on-Chip (SoC) interconnect
architecture for portable IP cores and interfaces. It supports, among others, point-to-point interfaces,
shared bus architectures, crossbar switches, and off-chip routing. These properties are widely used in
the design. In the external communication, additional handshaking signals are integrated too. The
bidirectional signals force the system to be synchronized to external devices.
The architecture of a processor array can be seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 3.

Organization of the sensor interface, the processor array, and the external interfacing showing
typical bus width as well.

A. Individual processors
The basic constructing element of our digital sensor-processor architecture is the parametric
processors. The processors are a composition of a core and connected I/O and data memory units. The
processor does not have local program memory accordingly to the SIMD operation mode.
1) Processor core
The processor core is arranged around a crossbar switch. The design of the crossbar switch makes
easier the inclusion or exclusion of the different operation modules of the core.
The maximum configuration processor core contains an arithmetic unit, a morphologic unit, register
bank, standby logic, and flags (Figure 4). Since basic image processing operators are defined over the
single byte (8 bit) precision, we accommodated this data representation throughout the processor.
However, the arithmetical unit is an exception, as it can handle 16 or 24 bit data as well.
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Figure 4.

The architecture of a single processor. The modules marked by hashmark are optionally
included during the processor instantiation.

2) Arithmetical and comparator unit
The arithmetic unit contains an 8 bit multiply-add datapath logic with a 24 bit accumulator. The data
path enables either 8 or 16 bit precision calculations. The arithmetic unit can calculate multiplication,
multiple-add, addition, subtraction, and saturation operations (Figure 5a). Adopted from the common
practice of handling both signed and unsigned data by the same unit, the hardware multiplier is of
signed 9 by 9 bit precision, and the barrel shifter and the accumulator logic supports sign extension as
well. The saturation mechanism also has a great importance in image processing, allowing the user to
avoid the time consuming overflow and underflow management. Beside the arithmetical operations,
this unit encompasses bit-field access as well.
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The comparator unit is capable to evaluate the relation between signed or unsigned data of the
modules. Depending on the outcome of the relation it sets several flags that are used in later operations.
3) Morphology unit
The morphology unit supports the processing of black-and-white images (i.e. the pixel representation
is one bit per pixel). It contains eight pieces of identical single bit morphology processor (Figure 5b).
Hence, it accelerates greatly the parallel calculation of local or spatial logic operations, like erosion,
dilation, opening, closing, hit and miss operations [29]-[30].
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The architecture of the arithmetical (a) and the binary morphology (b) units.

4) Memory and neighboring connectivity
The evergreen challenge of self and off-processor data access is solved by mapping the neighboring
memories into the processors’ memory map. This has been obtained simply by inserting an arbiter
between the processor cores and their main memory. The neighboring connectivity works concurrently
all over the array, which excludes data congestion.
The arbiter is capable to access the neighboring memories and substitute the required data by the
neighbor’s one. In this way, the processor needs no distinguished instructions to operate on image
pixels that are actually stored in a nearby processor. The arbiter has a special task as well in case of
binary image processing. Specifically, when the pixel representation is 1 bit per pixel, the near
neighbors of a given pixel could fall in only in a few pixel radius. To get most out of the morphology
unit, the arbiter is capable to align the data access to 1 bit resolution.
As regarding to the neighborhood operators, the neighboring access is not limited to support
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processing of large kernels (e.g in Xenon V3 this kernel size is 15 by 15).
Furthermore, there are special boundary modules that are straightforward extensions of the arbiter
mechanism. These modules provide the boundary condition for the operations.
5) Other elements
Most of the processor’s operations can be set to be conditionally executed (i.e. masked) depending
on the state of the flags. This means, that content dependent masks may enable or disable the execution
of a certain image processing operation in arbitrary pixel locations. This is extensively used for
example in many nonlinear operators such as the rank order filters [31].
There is another way to block the processor operation, namely using the standby mechanism. The
processors can individually enter standby state and wake up depending on their own data. Whenever it
is set by the result of a comparison or another single bit operation, the whole processor idles (except
from the memory and the inter-core data arbitration). In other words, it enables program alteration in
this way.
Finally, there is an array wide logic value evaluation operation (global OR). Its sources are the flags
of the processors, and it provides external feedback through the handshaking mechanism about the
existence of an active or inactive processors.
B. Instruction set
A processor array can be considered from the programmer’s point-of-view as a 8-bit CISC (complex
instruction set computer) microprocessor with a number of replicated arithmetical unit and distributed
memory. Since the same program controls all the processors, they execute always the same instructions
on their own data (SIMD operation model).
Using the rich instruction set (112 in total without the conditional counterparts) one can efficiently
implement a basic image processing function library (convolution, statistical filters, gradient, grayscale
and binary mathematical morphology, etc). During processor specialization, several instructions may
fall out of the range of the simplified processor array. This situation is handled by the compilers simply
rejecting the unavailable instructions.
The general set of the instructions can be divided into five main groups with close relationship to the
architecture:
• Initialization instructions
• Data transfer instructions
• Arithmetic instructions
• Logic instructions
• Comparison instructions
The initialization instructions are needed to clear or set the accumulator, the boundary condition
registers, the flags, and other registers of the processor. These set also contains special instructions to
setup and operate the sensor interface. Its importance is clear, as the synchronicity between the sensing
and processing should be maintained continuously.
The data transfer instructions are used to transfer data between the internal registers and the memory.
The cells can also access the memory of their direct neighbors through the neighborhood crossbar.
From programming point of view, there are no distinguished instructions to handle the neighboring
pixels. This dramatically improves the efficiency of programming e.g. larger neighborhood operators.
The arithmetic operation set contains addition, subtraction, multiplication, multiply-add operation,
and left/right shift. All operators can be signed, unsigned, or mixed. These operators certainly set the
state flags. These flags can be used later in the next instructions as conditions, carry propagation, or
even block the processor by the standby module.
The collection of logic operations supports the execution of the binary mathematical morphology
operations, like erosion and dilation, hit-or/and-miss type operators [29].
The comparison instructions are introduced to calculate the relation between two scalars. These
operators can be used for statistical filter implementations.
The Figure 6 shows a piece of the Sobel operator’s assembly code.
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Figure 6.

The assembly code of the vertical Sobel operator.

IV. SENSOR INTERFACE
In this chapter we describe the proposed interface architecture in general. To cope with the sensor
processor resolution, technology trade-offs, we found a balanced solution by introducing relatively
complex digital processors – and processor array clusters – serving a small array of sensor pixels. As to
the technology and area problem, we have separated the sensors from the processors by adding and
extra sensor layer above the processor layer.
In order to make the architecture technology independent as much as possible, we have formulated a
simple synchronization protocol for the communication between the processors and the mixed-signal
sensor interfaces. Each interface tile is connected directly to a single processor in the array through data
buffer modules. The interface and the buffer modules are controlled by the associated processors and in
return, the modules give feedback about the operation state to them.
Each of the sensor interfaces contains M by N external sensor mechanical and electrical interfaces,
multiplexers, and an AD converter. These tiles work as simple high-speed imagers (Figure 7). Note that
all the tiles are connected to the processors in parallel. The output of the sensor and ADC array is
buffered, so the ADC can work at full speed without the need for waiting until their data processed.
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Row decoder

Figure 7.
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The figure shows the proposed sensor interface containing the analog sensor pad array, analog
to digital converter, buffering, and necessary handshaking signals.

A. Electrical sensor interface
As to the electrical interfacing, there are uncountable options [16]-[20]. In our work, we have
considered so far three basic integration type circuit configurations (Figure 8). These configurations are
the active pixel sensor (APS), separated integrating capacitor, and capacitive transconductance
amplifier (CTIA) cases. Each type has their strengths and weaknesses in terms of area, sensitivity,
noise, and linearity [16]-[20].
In our former work [4], we have employed the separated integrating capacitor architecture in order to
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achieve higher speed. This interface is now attached to high sensitivity III-V compound semiconductor
diode array. In the Xenon V3, that is to be described, the APS architecture is selected. This structure
gives the most compact design, and the smallest sensor pitch. We intend to use this interface type with
classic silicon and InP diode arrays.
Reset
Cint

Cint
1x

1x

Reset

Reset

Figure 8.
Three considered integrated photocurrent sensor architecture for different photodiode and
application types (from left to right: active pixel sensor, separated integrating capacitor, and capacitive
transconductance amplifier)

B. Mechanical sensor interface
The great advantage of the 3D bonding technology (Figure 9) is that it enables close to 100% fill
factor without using up the valuable silicon space from the processors. The other advantage comes
from the freedom of the choice of using different material for sensor and processor layer. This is very
important, because the dedicated sensor silicon technologies are typically not the best for building high
density processor arrays, and those technologies, which are excellent for building processors are not
light sensitive enough. Moreover, besides silicon sensor, the utilized bump bonding technology enables
the usage of exotic sensor materials sensitive in different wavelengths [26]. As it can be seen in the
figure, this is a face-to-face bond type.

Sensor layer

Bump bonding

Top metal
openings
Routing layers

Silicon substrate

Figure 9.

Illustration of the Indium Bump Bonding method.

From design point of view, the requirements for enabling 3D bump bonding technology are quite
straightforward. It usually requires an array of standard openings on the passivation and sensor
substrate connection ring around the array. The topological rule set, such as the opening size, minimal
sensor pitch, and distance from unrelated bonding are easy to fulfill as they are far within the nowadays
technology resolution (typically 5-10 um range).
V. ASIC IMPLEMENTATION
*

The Xenon V3 is an ASIC implementation of the proposed architecture. In this chapter, we describe
this implementation details.
A. Overview
The Xenon V3 comprises a single array of 8 by 8 full-featured processors of this generalized
architecture, set for sensing and processing 64 by 64 pixel sized images. With other words, the ratio
between the processor and the associated sensor array is 1:64. Each of the processors’ tiny sensor array
has a resolution of 8 by 8 pixels. In order to evaluate the cluster operation of the architecture, we have
integrated it into a smart camera, that contains among other components a high performance DSP and
an FPGA as well [10], [25].
The used technology is 0.18 um drawn feature sized, contains one poly, and six metal layers offered
*

The implemented IP is owned by Eutecus, Inc.
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by UMC. The design contains more than half million transistors in total. Figure 10 shows the floorplan
of the Xenon V3 overlaid on a die microphoto. Table I. concludes the general features of the design.

Processors’ data
memories
64x64 sensor interfaces
containing the ADCs

Program memory,
decoder/scheduler

Processor array
distributed in a
quasi topological
way

Figure 10.

The floorplan of the Xenon V3. (Source: Eutecus Inc.)
TABLE I.

Technology
Die size
Equivalent gates
Pixel array size
Processor array size
Area per sensor interface and processor
Peak power consumption (digital array)
I/O bus width
I/O bus bandwidth
Continuous conversion rate

GENERAL FEATURES

UMC 0.18 um 1P6M generic process
5x5 mm2
596 Kgates
64x64
8x8
0.23 mm2
35 mW
32-bit
320 Mbyte/sec
100 Kframes per second

B. Processor array
The processor array and the chip level integration have been implemented by following the classic
standard cell based digital design flow (i.e. synthesis, place, routing, post-layout verification).
The processors contain all of the optional modules, which have been described in the architecture
introduction. Each processor contains 512 bytes of data memory. These memories are dual port SRAM
IPs. These are not very efficient from silicon area point of view; however, this approach leads to the
most robust digital ASIC implementation and helps to retain the portability of the source code.
Table II. shows anticipated execution time of different image processing operators running on the
ASIC implementations. The performance is compared to a 1GHz DSP of Texas Instruments [28]. The
figures show the per pixel execution times in nanosecond supposing the same image size, properly
optimized codes, and excluding the external I/O. As it can be seen, the high-end DSP has a larger
computational performance. However, we have to consider the used technology, the silicon area, and
the power consumption differences to fairly compare the two designs.
TABLE II.

PERFORMANCE COMPARISION. FIGURES SHOWS EXECUTION TIME OF THE LISTED IMAGE PROCESSING
OPERATIORS IN NANOSECOND NORMALIZED TO A SINGLE PIXEL.

Operation
Sobel operator
Convolution (3x3 kernel)
Convolution (9x9 kernel)
Local minima (3x3 kernel)
Binary dilation/erosion
Skeletonization

Xenon V3
1.51
2.03
7.81
1.03
0.76
6.05

Texas DSP 6415 @ 1GHz
1.39
1.54
6.16
0.85
0.84
25.82

C. Sensor interface
The sensor interface is a combination of both mechanical and electrical constructs. As the
mechanical arrangement should follow the sensor array regular topology, the interface is designed to be
pitch matched to a rectangular grid. The illustrative floorplan of the interface can be seen in Figure 11.
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The complete interface array is packed into a closed layout portion of the chip, near to the analog pad
ring section, in order to isolate it from the digital noise, injected by the processor array (Figure 10).
1) Mechanical interface
The pads are 5 micron diameter openings in a 32 micron pitch. These pads are arranged to a 64x64
regular grid. Around the 64x64 grid, there are few more lines of pads, which are used to connect the
common cathode voltage of the photo-diodes in the array to a reference point.

Sensor interface pads (top layer)
Sensor interface circuit
for the 8x8 sensors and
the ADC
Analog power and reference
lines, output data bus towards
the processors

Figure 11.
The floorplan of the 64 by 64 sensor interface pads are arranged to 8x8 blocks. The drawing
also shows the conditioning and conversion circuitry; and the power, ground, and data lines.

2) Electrical interface
The external photosensor read-out interface circuit is designed to handle anode-connected
photodiodes in integration mode (Figure 12). As integration capacitor, the photodiodes self-capacitance
is used. Its operation starts with a reset phase and than integration phase, in which the diode’s junction
capacitance is discharged by the photocurrent. As the diodes are to be connected at their anodes to the
circuit (while their cathode is shortened together), the voltage appears on the output increases.
The circuit works on 3.3V, and has been built with thick gate oxide transistors only. This choice
enables higher signal swing and operation that is more robust. In order to increase the reliability, the
circuit encompasses basic ESD (electrostatic discharge) protection as well.

Figure 12.

The implemented sensor interface.

3) AD conversion
The employed ADC is an 8-bit successive approximation type with current steering DAC. It has a
1V useful single-ended input range at 1.8V power supply and its effective number of bits is 7.2. The
nominal operation speed is 8 Msamples per second. This conversion rate enables to reach less than
10µs conversion time for the connected array. As the interfaces work in parallel, this time is the
conversion rate of the whole 64 by 64 image.
For test purposes, the control and the output of the AD converters can be accessed through an
external bus also resulting in nothing but a 64 by 64 high speed camera chip.
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8x8 sensor readout circuits

Comparator

200 um

DAC

SAR
250 um

Figure 13.

The layout and the size of the signal conditioning and conversion circuitry of the sensor
interface. (Source: Eutecus Inc.)

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have given a deeper insight to our continuous efforts to integrate the focal plane
sensing and tightly coupled processing. As we have shown, a general architecture has been developed
to be flexible and customizable in low level and system level, and to be a versatile host for various
exotic sensory integration.
We have demonstrated the proposed architecture by a functional ASIC implementation. This system
is capable to continuously acquire up to 100 thousand images per seconds. Meanwhile, a large variety
of image processing primitives can be efficiently executed on its processors, like convolution, look-up
table, diffusion, rank order filters, contour detection.
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